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Q1. ABCD gives promotion on the basis of seniority. Which type of plan is it? 

 

Q2. A company wants to introduce a new product. What type of plan it should prepare? 

 

Q3.” No Smoking” refers to which type of plan? 

 

Q4. A company needs a detailed plan for its new project- ‘construction of dam’. What type of plan is it? 

 

Q5. ‘ these plans are formulated at top level, defines the future decisions regarding the organizations  

Direction and scope in the long run’. Identify the type of plan. 

 

Q6. Narayan ltd laid down strictly ‘ Only experienced and graduate candidates will be recruited’ as from past  

years company is recruiting freshers due to which the performance has declined constantly. Identify the  

type of plan. 

 

Q7. Give one difference between ‘policy’ and ‘procedure’. 

 

Q8. Which plan is defined as the systematic way of doing routine or repetitive jobs? 

 

Q9. What kind of strategic decisions are taken by business organizations? 

 

Q10. Differentiate between rule and method? 

 

Q11. Which type of plan is referred in the following statements? Name them 

a. Ends which the management seek to achieve. 

b. The exact manner in which any work is performed. 

c. Prescription of what is to be done and what is not to be done. 

d. The prescribed way in which a task is performed. 



e. To increase company’s presence in the market, Mr Ram the CEO has decided to advertise in all the  

leading newspapers in every state of India for next six months. 

f. Sell well ltd fills higher positions in the company internally. 

g. Employees of Sell well ltd eligible for promotion have to appear for internal written test and 
interview. 

h. Sell well ltd organizes team building workshops to improve team spirit and relationship among 
employees. 

i. If any employee working in Sell well ltd comes 10 minutes late to office three times a month his one 
day salary is deducted. 

j. The sales manager presented the sales strategy indicating sales volume for next financial year. 

 

Q12. Two years ago Madhu completed her degree in food technology. She worked for sometime in a company 

manufacturing chutneys, pickles and murabbas. She was not happy in the company and decided to have  

own organic food processing unit for the same. She set objectives and the targets and formulated action 

plan to achieve the same. One of her objective was to earn 10% profit on the amount invested in the first 

year. It was decided that raw materials like fruits, vegetables , spices etc will be purchased on 3 months credit 

from farmers cultivating organic crops only. She also decided to follow the steps required for marketing of  

 the products through her own outlets. She appointed Mohan as a production manager who decides the  

exact manner in which the production activities are to be carried out. Mohan also prepared a statement  

showing the number of workers that will be required  in the factory throughout the year. Madhu informed  

Mohan about her sales target for different products, area wise for the forth coming quarter. While 

working on the production table a penalty of Rs 100 per day for not wearing the caps, gloves and apron 

was announced. 

Quoting lines from the above para identify and explain the different types of plans discussed. 
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